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      The purpose of control loop detection and diagnosis is to ensure the safety
and efficacy of the production process, reduce maintenance costs and downtime.
Bayesian diagnosis is a probabilistic diagnosis framework of control loop
monitoring, which can combine multiple monitor technology to build a diagnosis
system and make an optimal decision. However, there are many different
situations in the control loop diagnosis for industrial process. The performance of
Bayesian diagnosis is severely restricted. In this paper, we focus on the improved
method of Bayesian diagnosis to enhance the diagnostic performance through
dimension reduction and likelihood estimation, which proposed the evidence
discretization method based on histogram estimation optimization, the feature
extraction and dimension reduction based on linear discriminant analysis and the
averaged shifted likelihood estimation method. Simulated system, bench scale
system and industrial scale system verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method. The major work of this thesis includes:
(1)A review of the existing methods and the research status for Bayesian
diagnosis is made, the basic principle of Bayesian diagnosis is introduced in this
paper.
(2)Accounting for the problem of "Curse of dimensionality" in Bayesian diagnosis,
three typical dimension reduction methods are studied, which are the typical
representative of unsupervised dimensionality reduction, supervised
dimensionality reduction and independence based dimensionality reduction.
(3)Accounting for the problem of likelihood estimation accuracy for Bayesian
diagnosis, three kinds of typical likelihood estimation method are studied, which
are typical representative of discrete likelihood estimation method and continuous
likelihood estimation method. In order to better integrate the prior knowledge, we













(4)Accounting for information loss of evidence discretization, "Curse of
Dimensionality" problem, Bayesian diagnosis can not be effectively combined with
prior knowledge. Three specific solutions of Bayesian diagnosis are put forward:
diagnosis base on principal component analysis and optimal histogram, diagnosis
base on linear discriminant analysis and kernel density estimation, diagnosis base
on averaged shifted likelihood estimation and prior knowledge.
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